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ABSTRACT: To  make  an immune-inspired  network  intrusion detection system (IDS) effective, this paper proposes a new framework,    

which   includes   our   avidity-model    based   clonal selection    (AMCS)    algorithm    as   core   element.    The   AMCS algorithm uses 

an improved representation for antigens (corresponding to network access patterns) and detectors (corresponding to detection rules). In 

particular, a bio-inspired technique  called  gene  expression  programming  (GEP)  is integrated with artificial immune system (AIS) in 

detector representation. In addition, inspired by the avidity model of immunology,  this paper also defines new avidity/affinity  functions 

(corresponding  to the metric for quantify the interactions between detector and antigens) that take the priorities of attribute into account. 

Accordingly, the proposed algorithm integrates both negative selection and positive selection with a balance factor k to assign  appropriate  

weights  to self and non-self  avidity.  The well known   KDD   CUP’99   DATA   set   is   used   for   performance evaluation. The results 

show that the intrusion detection based on AMCS  provides  a higher  detection  rate  of DoS  attack,  a lower false  alarm  rate,  and  a  

lower  detectors   generation   cost.  Our results  indicate  that breaking  the bottleneck  of immune-inspired network IDS through adjusting 

basic elements is feasible and effective. 

 
KEYWORDS: network    intrusion     detection;     artificial     immune system;  clonal  selection;  avidity  model;  gene  expression 

programming 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Internet is becoming the universal communication network for all kinds of information. It is envisaged to support 

not only current  services,  but also new services  with varying traffic characteristics and quality of service (QoS) 

performance requirements  [1]. Since network resources,  such as buffer and link capacity, are finite and commonly shared 

by traffic flows, QoS  is very  sensitive  to  attacks,  especially  denial  of service (DoS)  attacks  [2].  A  DoS  attack  aims  to  

deny  access  by legitimate  users to shared services or resources.  It can deplete the server system resources such as CPU 

and memory, use up the network resources, and disrupt the traffic transmission. 

Network intrusion detection system (IDS) is one of general defense techniques against DoS attacks [3]. Although there has 

been a lot of research on intrusion detection, in order to more effectively   cope   with   dynamic   and   increasingly   complex 

networks, new direction based on computational intelligence approaches,   e.g.  artificial  immune  systems  (AIS),  is  being 

pursued [4]. The immune-inspired  IDS is based on AIS, which is  an  adaptive   and  computational   system   inspired   by  

the principle and processes of biological immune system (BIS). In immune-inspired    network   IDS,   a   antigen   

corresponds   to network   access   patterns,   and   a   detector   is   the   rule   for recognizing attacks (intrusion or attack are 

used loosely). 
 

Most of the existing immune-inspired IDS are based on negative   selection   (NS)  algorithm.   The  first  NS  algorithm 

(NSA)  and  a  network  IDS  architecture  based  on  AIS  called LYSIS were proposed by Forrest et al. [5]. Dasgupta and 

Zhou compared a negative characterization approach to positive characterization,   and  proposed   an  NS  algorithm   called   

v- detectors [6]. Kim and Bentley introduced a dynamic clonal selection   algorithm   (DynamiCS)   which   combined   NS  

and clonal selection for network IDS [7]. Such approaches however have two major drawbacks, namely scalability and 

coverage, which  have  made  immune-inspired   IDS  ineffective  [4],  [8]. Stibor et al. stated that NS is not appropriate  

for network IDS [9-10]. Nevertheless, Dasgupta believed that there are many aspects  that  are  worth  further  exploration  for  

NS  algorithms [11]. 
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Fortunately, the algorithm inspired by clonal selection (CS) is more scalable than the NS algorithm.  Based on the CS 

and affinity maturation theories, CLONALG algorithm is proposed [12], and the immune CS algorithm  (ICSA) based 

structure is proposed for intrusion detection [13]. Recent research has also investigated the use of gene expression 

programming (GEP). A GEP-based constraint grammar and a constraint-based GEP rule extraction  algorithm  (CGREA)  are 

proposed  in [14]. We note that although  with CGREA,  the best rules are more effective than that of some methods based 

on other computational intelligence  approaches,  there  are still  some  disadvantages  of CGREA,  e.g. the diversity  of the 

generated  rule population  is still insufficient,  and the coverage  of many rules overlap with each other, resulting in a low 

efficiency. 
 

To improve the existing immune-inspired  network IDS, this paper  proposes   a  new  framework   which  consists  of  

three modified basic elements: (1) detectors represented based on the constraint-based  GEP,  (2) avidity/affinity  functions  

that consider  attribute-priority,  and (3) avidity-model  based  clonal selection (AMCS) algorithm,  which is inspired by the 

CS and avidity model of BIS.   Our work differs from the existing CS and  NS  algorithms   by  considering   both   NS  

and  positive selection. Although our work uses CGREA to represent the detectors, it also has several novel aspects and 

critical improvement when compared to previous works on GEP. 
 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a new immune-inspired IDS framework, in which the AMCS 

algorithm  is a critical component,  is proposed  to improve  the detection   performance   and   complexity.   The   

experimental results are shown in Section III. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper. 

 
II.     FRAMEWORK BASED ON AVIDITY-MODEL BASED 

CLONAL SELECTION 

In this section, we will first describe  how to represent  the antigens and detectors. We then define some avidity/affinity 

functions considering attribute-priority,  and finally describe the proposed  avidity-model  based  clonal  selection  (AMCS) 

algorithm. 

 
A.    Representation of Artificial Immune Entities 

1)    Antigen Representation 

The proposed antigen genotype is shown in Fig. 1. The attribute  set  of  antigen  represents  the  abstraction  of  network 
behaviors.  Each antigen is composed  of n attribute genes, and classified as self and non-self (corresponding to network 

access pattern that is either normal or malicious). 
 

Definition 1: An antigen is denoted as follows: 
 

Iantigen = {(v1, g1), (v2, g2), … , (vn, gn), category},               (1) 
 

where (vi, gi) denotes the i-th ( i=1, …, n) attribute gene, vi and gi   is  the  ID  and  the  value  of  the  gene  respectively,   

and category∈ {self, non-self}. 
 

In  this  paper,  the  attributes  of  antigen  correspond  to  the derived features of KDD CUP’99 DATA set (here in after to 

be referred  as KDD’99  set), which can represent  the interrelated network using the time-based traffic features. One 

KDD’99 set record and corresponding antigen are given below as Example1: 
 

•    Example1 

KDD’99 connection record: 

0,icmp,ecr_i,SF,132,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,511,511, 

0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,168,23,0.14,0.02,0.14,0.00, 

0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,smurf. 

antigen: 

{(a1,0),(a2,icmp),(a3,ecr_i),(a4,SF),(a5,132),(a6,0), … ,  (a23, 

511), …, (a39, 0.00), (a40,0.00),(a41,0.00),  non-self} 
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In  Example1,   the  attribute  IDs  (i.e.  a1,  a2,  …  ,  a41) correspond to the 41 features of KDD’99 connection 

records. 
 

2)    Detector representation 

In this paper, a detector  is represented  differently  from an 

antigen, and mainly includes the following fields: 
 

a)  Genotype (Idetector), the encoding of a detector, which is composed   of   a   set   of   genes.   Each   gene   of   a   

detector corresponds with one attribute of network behaviors. 

b)  Self avidity  (avidityself),  the value of binding  strength with self antigens; 

c) Non-self avidity (aviditynon-self), the value of binding strength with non-self antigens. 

The constraint-based  GEP rule (here in after to be referred as GEP-rule),  has been proposed in our previous research 

and been proved to be feasible and effective [14]. In this paper, we represent  the detectors  based  on GEP-rule  way,  and 

give the following definitions for available individual of detector: 
 

Definition  2:  Assuming  that  Idetector   consists  of  m  attribute- judgment   conditions,   (vi, fi, bi)  denotes  the  i-th   

condition (i 

=1, … , m),    vi=index(ai), ai∈ attribute set As, fi ∈ function set 

Fs, and bi∈ constant set Cs. then 
 

Idetector= {(v1,  f1, b1), (v2,  f2, b2), … , (vm,  fm, bm)}. 

In Idetector, m is not larger than the number of attribute genes in  antigen.  However,  different  attribute-judgment   

conditions can use the same attribute ID. 
 

A GEP-rule individual, its corresponding GEP-rule and detector are  shown  in  Example2,  which  can  recognized  the 

antigen given in Example1. 
 

•    Example2 
 

GEP individual: and. and. >=. >. <. a23. 10. a5. 3. a5. 300. a21 

GEP-rule:          (a5>3) and (a5<300) and (a23>=10) 

detector:             {(a5,>,3), (a5,<,300), (a23,>=,10)} 

 
B.    Avidity Function Based on Attribute Priority 

According  to the difference  of affinity  and avidity  in the biologic avidity model, also known as quantitative model 

[15], in this section, we distinguish  affinity and avidity in terms of numerical value via some definitions. 
 

1)    Affinity 

If the attribute priority is considered when deciding whether 

each condition is matched, we can obtain a match degree as the affinity  so  as  to  realize  not  only  the  regular  binary  

detector match, but also complete scale match and relationship match. 
 

The  attribute  weight,  says  w,  describes  the  importance degree of each characteristic attribute. The value of w can be 

a given  constant  or  a  value  changed  adaptively  according  to different task requirements. 
 

Definition  3: We use wbi to denote the i-th attribute weight of detector b. wbi has an alphabet of cardinality 3 with values: 

t1, t2 and t3, while  the i-th attribute  is a core,  important  and assist attribute of b respectively. 
 

In addition, we define a normalized  match degree between detector b and antigen g based on distance function, denoted 
by Mbg,  as  follows.  To  ensuring  the  smaller  distance  reflects  a better match, we assume that t1< t2 < t3, and let max(w) 

denote the maximum value of w. 
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                    .                              (2) 
 
 

Based on the normalized  match degree, we can define the affinity  between  a  detector  and  an  antigen,  and  the  

avidity between a detector and antigens as follows. 
 

Definition  4:  affinity,  is  0  when  detector  does  not  match antigen; otherwise, their affinity is according to their 

distance. The affinity between detector b and antigen g is calculated as in (3). 
 

    (3) 

 
2)    Avidity 

Being different from affinity that means the similarity of the 

detected  distance  between  detector  and antigen,  avidity  is the objective function for the candidate solutions, or the metric 

for evaluating the adaptation of the candidate solutions. 
 

Definition 5: avidity, reflects the interaction of one detector and all antigens, and is classified as self and non-self avidity. 
 

Self avidity is the avidity between the detector and self antigens.  Let  b  denote  a  detector,  TNb  is  the  number  of  self 

antigens recognized  by b, and N is the original amount of self antigens, we define avidityself  to be the self avidity of b and 

be calculated as in (4). 

                                 (4) 

Non-self avidity is the avidity between the detector and non- self antigens. Let b denote a detector, TPb is the number of 

non- self antigens detected by b, and N is the original amount of non- self antigens, we define aviditynon-self to be the non-self 

avidity of b and be calculated as in (5). 

                   (5)

 

C.   Avidity-Model based Clonal Selection Algorithm 

A critical component in any immune-inspired IDS is the immune algorithm. Neither a negative selection (NS) algorithm 

nor an affinity only based clonal selection (CS) algorithm  can realize more than one type classification. 
 

In order to overcome the deficiencies of these existing approaches,   we   propose   an   improved   immune   algorithm: 

avidity-model  based  CS,  called  AMCS,  based  on  the  avidity model of immunology and CGREA. More specifically, we 

first discuss  the  value  of  avidity  in  (6)  and  then  describe  the proposed algorithm. 
 

1)    Avidity Calculation 

A good detector should have a high non-self avidity and low self avidity. Therefore, we first define two  functions: fself(b) 

and fnon-self(b),  where   the  former   is  the  increasing   function   of avidityself, and the latter is the decreasing function of   

aviditynon- self. They are calculated as follows: 
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where  k  is  a  balance  factor  and  used  to  balance  the  degree weights for self avidity and non-self  avidity within the 

whole avidity. Then, we propose the following avidity function: 
 

 .                   (6) 

 
2)    Algorithm Description 

The  basic  idea  of  the  proposed  AMCS  algorithm  is  as follows. Initially, all detectors satisfying the constraint 

grammar 
G, which is defined in our previous  works [14], are included. The detectors  which  have  the lowest  avidity  in the 

historical sets are included to the optimal detector set. 
 

The following is a list of notations used to describe the algorithm. 
 

Santigen: antigen set; 

SC_detector  and Sbest_detector: the clone detector population and the 

optimal   detector   set,   and   their   sizes   are   pn   and   pbest 

respectively, where pbest ≤ pn; 

ge, gm, gmax: the  current  evolution  generation,  the  number  of 

continuous   non-upgraded   generation   and  the  maximum 

evolutional generation respectively; 

p1,  p2: The parent detectors of selection operation; 
o1, o2: The offspring detectors generated by evolution operators 

(crossover and mutation). 
 

Before  executing  the  algorithm,  we  extract  the  antigens from  the  original  data  set,  such  as network  packets,  and  

log data, etc. These antigens, including self and non-self, are stored in Santigen.  The AMCS works as follows. 
 

Algorithm: avidity-model based clonal selection (AMCS) 
 

Input: Santigen 

Output: Sbest_detector 
 

Step1: Generate the initial individuals of SC_detector (the same as step 1 of CGREA); 

Step2:  Build  Sbest_detector and  a  temporary  detector  population 

Stmp_detector with population size pn ; 

Step3: Submit each antigen of Santigen to SC_detector, calculate the 

avidity(Idetector_i)        according        to        (6),        where 

∀Idetector_i∈SC_detector, i=1, …, pn, and update Sbest_detector in 

which   the   individuals   are   the   best   pbest    ones   in (SC_detector∪ Sbest_detector). If Sbest_detector  has not been upgraded 

during the gm generations, go to Step 6; 

Step4:  Select  two  individuals,  say  p1  and  p2, from  SC_detector. 

Then  execute   the  crossover   operation   and  mutation 

operation, and generate o1  and o2 satisfied with the constraint grammar G; 

Step5: Add o1 and o2 into Stmp_detector. If the population of Stmp_detector is smaller than pn, go to Step 4; otherwise SC_detector  :=  

Stmp_detector;  if  the  current  evolution generation does not above the gmax, increase ge by 1 and go to Step3 ; 

 Step6: Output Sbest_detector.  
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II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

In this section,  we describe  the experimental  environment and parameter settings, and evaluate the proposed ACMS 

framework utilizing the well known KDD’99 set. 

 
A.    Environmen  and Parameter Setting 

The KDD’99 set has been recently utilized extensively  for intrusion detection development and researching through a 

suite of bio-inspired computing algorithms. It provides two data sets, namely  10%  Training  Set  and  Test  Set  [16].  Each  

record  is labeled as either normal, or as an attack. The attack records are grouped into one of the four categories: Probing, 

DoS, User to Root (U2R), and Remote to Local (R2L).   The actual numbers of records in the data sets which are used in 

our experiments are listed  in  Table  I.  The  records  in  the  two  subsets,  namely Training subset and Test subset, are 

randomly sampled from the 

10% Training Set. 
 

Performance  is measured  in terms of detection  rate pd  and false alarm rate pf, estimated as follows: 

the attribute set As  is { a1, a2, … , a41} corresponding  to the feature set for the KDD’99 records. The other GEP 

parameters are  set  as  follows:  size  of  optimal  detector  set  pbest   =20, crossover probability  pross   =0.2, mutation 

probability pmute   =0.95, length  of  head  h=8,  function  symbols  probability  pfunc     =0.6, attribute symbols probability pattr  

=0.28, and roulette wheel selection is conducted. To calculate the attribute weight and avidity, we set t1=1, t2=2, t3=3, and 

balance factor k=2. 

 
B.    Results and Analysis 

The  proposed  AMCS  algorithm  is  executed  for  training using the Training subset, and tested on the 10% Training 

Set and   the   Test   subset    (Table    I).   Fig.2    summarizes    the performance of 12 training runs. The false alarm rates 

from 24 detection  tests  (12  detectors  sets  test  on  two  test  sets)  range from  0.1%  to  0.5%.  Tested  on  the  10%  

Training  Set,  the detection  rates are mostly  between  98.8%  ~ 97.6%,  which  is much  better  than  that  of  test  subset.  

The  results  in  Fig.  2 indicate that the optimal detector sets generated by AMCS can achieve  a lower  pf  and  a consistent  

pd. If the  distribution  of training  set  is  the  same  as  that  of  test  set,  the  detection performance of the AMCS algorithm 

will be better. 
 

Table II presents a comparison of detection performance between   the  AMCS   algorithm   and   some   other   intelligent 

methods. In AMCS, the detector set that provides the best detection  performance  among the 12 sets in Fig.2, is selected 

for testing. As can be seen from Table II, although  the attack detection rate achieved by AMCS is slightly lower than that 

of most other methods, but the false alarm rate is close to that of KDD’99 winner 1. The highest detection rate is obtained 

using Neural Networks, but with a very high false alarm rate (2.13%) compared to 0.51% obtained with the proposed AMCS. 
 

In order to detect the 22 types of attack in the 10% Set and achieve the performance shown in Table II, AMCS merely 

used 

20   ( t he   s i z e   o f  o p t i m a l  d e t e c t o r  s e t )  b i - a t t r i b u t e 
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Category 10% Training Set Training subset Test Set Test subset 
Normal 97278 986 60593 4000 
Probing 4107 41 4166 1107 

DoS 391458 3961 229853 13715 
U2R 52 1 228 52 
R2L 1126 11 16189 1126 

totoal 494021 5000 311029 20000 

 

 

,                          (7) 

where  P  and  N  are  the  total  number  of  attack  and  Normal records in the test set. Tp  and Fp are the number of attack 

and Normal records covered by given detector set. 
 

In our implementation  of the proposed AMCS framework, each detector is a single-gene GEP individual, in which the 
function set Fs is {and, or, not, >, ≥ ,  <, ≤ ,  =, !=}. In addition, each element of constant set Cs  is random 

constant∈[0.1], and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.   AMCS algorithm performance of 12 runs 

 
TABLE I.          DISTRIBUTION OF TRAINING AND TEST DATA SETS 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

TABLE II.         COMPARISON WITH OTHER INTELLIGENT METHODS 
 

Method Attacks pd (%) Attacks pf (%) DoS pd (%) 
AMCS 90.67 0.51 97.26 
KDD winner 1[17] 91.00 0.50 97.10 
KDD winner 2 [18] 91.30 0.58 97.47 
Neural Networks[19] 92.61 2.13 97.00 
Domain- aware GP [20 ] 92.50 1.35 96.00 

TABLE III.        AMCS VS. V-DETECTORS NS 
 

Option AMCS v-detectors NS [6] 
pn 60 1000 
gmax 50 1000 
pbest 20 100 ~ 800 
pd (%) 98.96 83.92 
pf (%) 0.46 1.45 
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detectors.  In  comparison,  other  methods  used  more  temporal and  space  resources.  For  example,  KDD  winner  1 

contained 

500 decision trees for 22 specific attack types [17], while KDD winner  2 used 218 and 755 decision  trees for five 

categories and specific attack types respectively  [18]. In addition, Neural Network  assigned  125  input  neurons  and  five  

output neurons[19],  and domain-aware  GP used 100 detectors, which individual  length is between  30~350,  to detect five 

categories records[20]. 
 

The  above  discussion  indicates  that  the  AMCS  algorithm can generate optimal detector set which can achieve a low 

false alarm rate and a high DoS attack detection rate with less time in detector generation and attack detection. 
 

We have also compared AMCS with v-detectors, one of the main and best NS algorithms, using the same 10% Training 
Set. Since the training results of immune algorithms  like these are stochastic and mostly depend on the parameter setting. 
We use the best result of v-detectors NS algorithm presented in the literature.  The  results  are  shown  in  Table  III.   These  

results show that even with a small population size pn, a smaller max evolution generation gmax, and a smaller size of optimal 

detector set pbest, which translates to a lower time and space complexity, the detectors generated by the AMCS algorithm can 

achieve a better detection performance. 

 
IV.     CONCLUSIONS 

While the poor performance  of prior approaches  based on immune-inspired  IDS has led to concerns about the viability 

of such approaches,  we believe that immune-inspired  IDS is still promising as it considers not only how to generate the 

detectors/rules  for intrusion  detection,  but also how to build a complete security system for networks. 
 

In this paper, we have proposed and demonstrated the applicability  of  improved  novel  framework,  which  integrates 

two biologically inspired computing techniques: AIS and GEP, for  network  IDS.  The  proposed  framework  overcomes  

two major problems of the existing immune-inspired  network IDS, namely  scalability  and coverage.  The experiment  

results have shown  that  the  immune-inspired  network  intrusion  detection based on the proposed  framework  provides  a 

higher detection probability of DoS attacks, a lower false alarm rate and a lower detectors generation cost. 
 

Even though is the proposed approach performance only slightly better than some of the other computational intelligence 

approaches, and certainly further improvement can be made, an important conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that 

breaking   the   bottleneck   of   immune-inspired   network   IDS through adjusting basic elements is feasible and effective.  
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